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Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman and customised to personal tastes and needs.
Proud holders of a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’ unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is reinforced by a 10-year
guarantee and a reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world.

Specification

Design your bed

■ The pillow top boasts a sumptuously soft layer of wool, natural
Talalay latex and Solotex™, together with Adaptiv™ springs,
which sense and flex to your shape.

■ Opt for either a traditional deep, or a modern shallow divan base
(we recommend this mattress is matched with a deep, pocket spring
divan base, to provide a supremely luxurious feel.

■ 37.5® technology actively helps to regulate temperature and
moisture.

■ Select a storage option to suit you – standard drawers, a
SuperStorage™ or HideAway™ divan base or an EasyStore™
drawer for maximum storage.

■ This luxury no turn mattress features a ReActive™ 8-turn pocket
spring system. Each spring independently senses your shape and
weight distribution to provide total spinal and body support.
■ Chemical-free Belgian damask provides a soft sleeping surface.
■ Tailored with three rows of box-style hand side-stitching, for
edge-to-edge support, and hand tufted for long lasting comfort.

■ A range of stylish legs or feet to choose from, or select a divan skirt.
■ Choose a Hypnos headboard to crown the bed.
■ Headboards and divans can be upholstered in a range of
fabrics to match your interior, creating a stunning bedroom
centrepiece.
This mattress
and divan are
100% recyclable
at the end of
their life
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